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How Moriarty Survived

Moriarty calculated Number different possibilities to get himself off the roof. When it became clear that

Sherlock was going to be willing to jump to his death. Moriarty narrowed it down to one plan: Code Name

Fuzzy Banana. Moriarty pulled a gun out of his jacket pocket and stuck it in his mouth. His face twisted into a

maniacal grin as he shouted his catch phrase " catch phrase ". Sherlock jumped back emotion . In

those few seconds, Sherlock didn't notice that instead of shooting a bullet, a Noun popped out of the

gun. Moriarty jumped back, dumping a jar full of Noun on the ground as replacement blood.

Oh, you don't believe me? How about this instead?

Moriarty and Sherlock decided to face off in a battle of epic proportions. Both of them produced Noun

from their long coats and attempted to beat each other into a Noun . After a few uncomfortable hours,

they decided that this was a waste of time and why don't they go on an extended vacation and get to know one

another a little better. Moriarty had always wanted to see the Noun in Location and Sherlock

wanted to meet some country Noun .

Still not believing me? Okay, here's the last theory.

Moriarty had an evil twin who died on the roof. In truth, the real Moriarty is a Adjective bloke who raises

Animal (plural)



in Ecuador. The broadcast that overtook the UK was instead a super Adjective viral marketing campaign

for an upcoming sale on Noun - Plural , Noun - Plural and Noun - Plural . Unbeknowest to him

he now has Sherlock Holmes, fictional hero and fictional hero hot on his tail.

Anything can happen in season four, but we'll just have to wait Number years to find out what's going to

happen next!
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